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1 IntrOducti0n 

The occurrence of large rapidity density fluc 

tuations and some short—rang correlations of 

charged particles and events of very large multi— 

plicity fluctuation have been observed in high ener 

gY heavy—ion collisions，which has been suggested 

as a signature of collective effects of hadronization 

or the dynam ics of muItipartiele production_1_．The 

most frequently used methods for carrying OUt such 

studies have been to perform the normalized facto 

ria1 moment analysis[ for fluctuations． 

A large number of particle produced in a finite 

volume of the collision hints a fairly large density 

of energy released during colliding and thus a pos 

sibility of appearance of exotic phenomena．In re 

cent years，one of main tools of studying the quan 

tum manifestation of chaos，the analysis of spectral 

properties，has been successfully applied to a var[ 

ety of quantum systems[3]． W e mention the many 

examples of the W igner—Dyson type random matrix 

theories (RM T )“ ， for instance， in nuclear 

physics． atomic physics， molecule physics and 

chemistry e re： 一 ． Therefore．it is not surprising 

to expect that the behavior of correlations and fluc— 

tuat Jons of multi—particle production in high energy 

heavv ion physics should become the focus of keen 

znterest as precise new data can be available in pre— 

sent and future relativistic heavy——ion collision ex— 

periments． 

This paper is organized as follows：The W ign— 

er Dyson spectral analysis m ethod for quantum 

systems is prelim inary introduced in Section 2．The 

pre]iminary results from the EM U0I experiment 

data by using the W igner-Dyson method are shown 

in Section 3．W igner’s random matrix theory and 

W igner—Dyson statistic method are given in Ap— 

pendix A and B． 

2 The Approach to W igner—Dyson 

Spectral Statistics 

In general assumptions and results of the 

W igner Dyson type random matrix theories(RM T) 

are re]evant with the context of chaos dynamics 

and quantum physics． By using RM T orte should 
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keep in mind：(1)simplicity may emerge in situa 

tions with initially appear as desperately complicat 

ed and random ；(2)probabilistic and statistical ar— 

guments may be fruitfully applied to systems 

where no external random ness nor stochasticity has 

been introduced from outside．However as empha— 

sized by Bohigas[ ，even though the beauty and 

depth of RM T has been recognized and appreciated 

almost since the theories birth：1t ls 1he one—dimen— 

sional theory par excellence!Not on【y does it have 

immediate usefulness and validity for real physical 

systems but it has given rise to profound results 

and makes use of the deepest theorems of analysis． 

Until some years ago，it has remained the almost 

secret garden of a few theoretical physicists with 

high mathematical skil1． The situation now is 

changing and a broader community is interested in 

RM T． 

As well known，the quantum mechanics for a 

dynam ical system in a compact space yields a set of 

discrete eigenvalues， called the spectrum ， rather 

than a continuous possible range as in classical me— 

chanics．It is obvious that the spectrum can give us 

many more characteristic features and much more 

information than the classical continuous range 

The details of the spectrum can change from sys 

tern (or event to event)，but some certain proper— 

ties should be quite general(some general discus 

sion are given in Appendix A and B)． 

It is often taken for granted that one results to 

statistical studies of such systems only because de— 

tailed properties of the spectrum are not really 

open to calculation． This is indeed one of the rea 

sons but not really the main one． Such stud Les． 

whose nature is essentially different from t} study 

of individual density，are of interest because they 

reveal new features of the system．The situation i 

analogous to that in statistlca[mechanics，where 

properties such as temperature and entropy are ex— 

hibited best by systems of many pa rticles．Even in 

system where the individual properties and their 

quantum descriptions are better known than the 

correspondihg phase—space or related descriptions 

statistical method are often essentia1 for a more 

complete understanding． 

The study of many particle spectra are usually 

concentrated with properties of short sequences of 

related density． In contrast to that，our present 

purpose will be paid attention to the density fluctu— 

ations and correlation in general case． 

Considering an event which has a finite se一 

([Hence of n particles with positions l<  < ⋯ 

in one—dimension axis of some certain argument 

(for instance，energy，transverse energy，rapidity 

etc．)． The particle density function of this single 

event ls 

P( )=∑ ( 一 )． (1) 
』= 1 

Assume that the considered range or window 

from ——L／2 or L／2 in which there ／,t particles are 

distributed．Then，the average value of the nearest 

neighboring spacing of this event is 

r 

i = 兰
．  (2) 

To make reasonable comparison of the detail struc— 

ture of the nearest neighboring spacing among the 

different events，we need to re—scale the positions 

of the considered axjs． 

五 = ， 一 1，2，⋯ ，n ． (3) 

So that the values of rescaled arguments of patti 

cles range by I n／2．Let us denote by 

1 ^ 一  l ’ 

the order spacings between two particles with 

scaled arguments l and 0 +L+ having k particle in 

between = 0 t 1． ⋯ ． The nearest neighboring 

spacing is to set 一 0，which we shall focus in the 

following． 

Now we；ntroduce a staircase function of for 

the sequence of new arguments ．，i一 1，2，⋯ ，月 

as 

r 

Ⅳ )= I dx p(x)． (4) 
J ， 

where P( )= ( )． 

The quantity，N(x)is jUSt the number of par． 
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tides with positions from ——．／2 to ．For a se— 

quence of{with constant average spacing，j，the 

event—average of the staircase function、(Ⅳ ( ))， 

will lie on a straight linet with slope l There— 

fore．it is convenient to introduce a measure of the 

intensity of the fluctuations of the staircase fuoc— 

tion around a straight line．A possible measure is 

given by the least square deviation (the minimized 

variance)： 

D( )一min r d [Ⅳ( )d—bx]z，( ) J
—目／2 

in which parameters a and b are chosen by the rain 

imized requirement that 

一  b 一 。 ． a
4 a ’ 

This wilt give a description of the fluctuations of 

the considered spectrum around a straight line“+ 

bx for m ulti—particle production event by event． 

This straight Line is corresponding to the uniform 

distribution of particles in the considered argument 

window． For events which have the same fixed 

multiplicity ．we can get the event—averaged value 

ofthem inim ized variance ofthe spectrum ，(D ( )>． 

Theoretically．it is a[ways possible to give a 

particle joint probability density，P ( ．t⋯ 一 )． 

W e shall denote the ensemble average．the average 

with respect to the distribution 尸 ( }．⋯ ， )，by 

bracket(⋯ >．Thus the semi—inclusive single—par 

ticle density of rescaled argument is 

(P(z))一 I dxl⋯dx~p(x)P(x．．⋯，‘)(6) 

and the two—particle correlation function is defined 

(P( )P( ))一 l dx1⋯dx 户( )。( )· 

P( 1，⋯ ， )． (7) 

The W igner—Dyson statistics is the average of 

D ( )over this ensemble of sequence (experimen— 

tally corresponding to the average over events)． 

Thatis 

(D (”) )： (一N a— N 一 —1 2 ，)
． (8) 

where we introduced the horizontal average of sin 

gle event． 
．  

7： r dxf( )， 

and the averages in Eq．(8)can be written 

，一 a 
J 

· 

J一 ⋯  

I dx2(P( )P( 2))． (9) 

’ 1 [~／z · 

『 d 2<P(_f )P( 2)) (10) 

and 

< >一 1 ．．IZ州  ~ ／e

／2 

· 

J一 J一 J⋯ 2 

l dx (p(x )P 2)>． (11) 

For a purely random sequence． a sequence 

with constant density and without correlation be— 

tween particles， the distributions of the rescaled 

argument spacing between two nearest neighboring 

particles is the Poisson type(see Appendix B)with 

PP。⋯ ( ) 一 exp(一 )． (12) 

Take the average of D ( )over the Poisson ensem— 

bles．we get a simple expression 

(D( )> 一墨 (13) 

which we sha[1 use tO make comparison with data 

of the EM U01 experiment in the following section． 

As pointed Out by Reichl ．conservative sys— 

tern can be divided into two types，integrable and 

non—integrable． The latter may themselves be di— 

vided into two classes． 0ne classes contains the 

completely chaotic systems with non—smooth 

Hamihonians． Non—integrable systems with 

smooth Hamihonians comprise the second class． 

The vast majoritY of physical systems that we dea1 

with belong to this second class． All non—inte 

grable systems exhibit chaotic behavior to various 

degrees． However， we must careful in studying 

quantum systems because of the Pauli uncertainty 

principle． It appears that quantum systems are of 

two types．they are either integrable or non—inte— 

grable． The spectral properties of these tWO types 
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of quantum system can be quite different． 1nte— 

grable quantum systems have a random spectrum ． 

Non-integrable quantum systems，whose classical 

counterparts are chaotic，have a spectrum which 

exhibits eigenvalue repulsion and is fit quite well 

by random matrix theory． 

Fig．1 A plot of the W igner distribution P ，“ )and the 

Poisson distribution P ( ) as a function 0f the 

spacing ·for i一 1． 

The random matrix theory is based on the pre— 

condition that we know very little about the dy— 

nam ics of the system we are considering except for 

certain symmetry properties． For our purpose the 

system formed from high energy heavy—ion colli． 

sions is extremely complicated and we know really 

very little about its dynam ics．So one can consider 

the colliding system as a“black box” in which all 

particles are interacting according to some un— 

known laws and pay intensive attention on devia— 

tions of som e quantities from their m ean values． 

Such deviations are normally thought to be less im— 

portant and seldom studied carefully in normal 

statistics because they are very smal1．Even though 

the multiplicity can be several hundreds or thou— 

sands as in JACEE cosmic—ray event or in future 

ALICE events on the LHC ， the thermodynamic 

lim it cannot be satisfied and deviat[oas from mean 

values should be much more important than be— 

lore． 

As shown in Appendix A，the basic problem 

of random matrix theory is to set up a probability 

distribution on the elem ents of the Hamihonian 

matrix．There are a number of statistical properties 

of random matrices that are commonly used in ana— 

lyzing the spectral properties of the considered sys— 

terns The simplest of these is the density of eigen— 

values．In Fig．1，we compare the W igner distribu— 

t1on． 

c =署ex (一幕j c 
with the Poisson distribution，Eq．[12]，for the 

case = 】． 

3 Preliminary Results from EM UO1 

Experim ents 

In this section the prelim inary results from 

EM U 01 experiments will be given to show that 

the dominant elfect is random emission in available 

high energy nucleus—nucleus collisions at CERN ／ 

SPS and BNL／AGS by using the Wigner—Dyson 

statistical analysis method． 

The EM U01 collaborati0n has measured nu 

cleus nucleus collisions for various projectiles and 

targets at different incident energies taken with nu— 

clear emulsion detector．In Ref．[10]，they attempt 

to extend the statistical analysis method proposed 

by W igner，Dyson and M ehta[‘_ to present their 

data on fluctuations and correlations in 0 ， Si， S 

and Au induced heavy—ion interactions at 10．7 — 

200 AGeV M easure of the size of the f[uctuations 

is made by using the probability of the nearest— 

neighboring rapidity—spacings between produced 

particles event by event． 
． 

The EM U 01 experimentf】】l j used two sorts 0f 

detectors including both conventional em ulsion 

stacks exposed horizontally and special em ulsion 

chambers exposed vertically． The exposures took 

place during the period 1 986— 1989 at BNL／AGS 

for‘ 0 and Si beam at14．6 AGeV and atCERN／ 

SPS for 0 at 60 and 200 AGeV and for。 S beam 
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at 200 AGeV． One of the highlight du ring 1 992 

was the realization of 。 Au beam running at the 

BNL／AGS for 113．7 AGeV．The experimental data 

used in that investigation is collected only horizon— 

tally exposed emulsion stacks with minimum bias． 

The measured shower particles are singly charged 

particles with 口> 0．7 which are mainly produced 

hadrons for the study． 

Their analysis was in the selected parts of full 

phase space with limited size．It is obvious that the 

analysis in a limited rapidity window ， 

l 一 l L／2，where is the rapidity position of 

the center of mass of nucleon- nucleon system cor—— 

responding to different incident energies，should be 

more detail for the study than that in a full longitu— 

dinal phase space【 
． They have chosen the win． 

dows with not large size only in the central rapidity 

region in which the single——particle rapidity dist ri—— 

bution should be rather even． 

In Fig． 2——4 are shown the relevance of data 

to the window cuts，the incident energies and the 

projectile nuclei respectively．The curves of tbeo 

rctica1 calculation for comparison are al so follov<ed 

by the shift．It is obvious from the figures that da· 

ta lie practically mostly around the Poisson—type 

curve{D("))‰ =n／15．It looks like【ha r the da 

ta points from more narrow window ( 一 0．2)t() 

wider window (工一 1．8) lie on the sadie curve al 

though the fluctuation is large for higher muhiplic 

ities from Fig． 2．That is to say the random emis 

sion does dominate over the present selected win· 

dows which are all belong to central rapidity re 

gion．For comparison of data from different ener 

gies each other we selected the window with size 

： 0．6 for oxygen induced interactions．Considering 

the present beam energy region from 14．5 to 2013 A 

GeV ，the independence of data on the energy is ob· 

vious，which cart be seen from Fig．3． The BNI ／ 

AGS gave us the possibility to get even1 s from dif 

ferent projectile nuclei(oxygen．silicon and goht) 

at nearly same energies． The data comparison is 

shown in Fig．4 where there is no evidence for pro— 

Jectile dependence． 

Fig 2 Preliminary results from the EMU01 experiment。 ． 

Event‘averaged vaLoes <D (月))-~s maltip[icities n in 

selected rapidity regions with sizes L= 0．2， 0．6，1．0 

and l_8 for O+Em interactions at 200 AGeV．SoLid 

curve is the theoretical calculation from Polsson type． 

Fig 3 Prelirainary results from the EM U 01 experim ent ⋯ ． 

Event averaged value(，]( )>vs mu[t@licities n in se 

leered rapidity region with size L一 0．6 for O +Em 

LI】teractions at 14．6．6O and 200 A GeV．So lid curve 

is the theoretical calculation from Poisson type  

In sum mary the main points from the analysis 

of the EM U01 experimental data are as following． 

(1)The dominant effect for events of nuclear 

interactions induced by high energy heavy—ions es— 

pecially for those with larger multiplicities might 

be random emission according to the available 

EM U 01 data． Although there should he some ef— 
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fects on correlation between produced particles 

from sub—processes，which is given rise to by some 

reaction mechanism ，but they might be submerged 

in the dom inant in{ormation of random environ— 

m ent of nucleus—nucleus collisions． This appears 

from the above analysis that the(D (n))values lie 

on the estimation from random sequence of Pois— 

son—type． 

Fig．4 Preliminary results front the EM UOl experiment‘ ． 

Event—averaged values <D ( )>vs multiplicRies in 

selected  rapidity region with size，．= 0．6 for O+Era 

and si+Em im eraetJons at 14 6 A GeV and ”Au+ 

Eril at 10．7 A GeV．Solid c e the theoretical cal— 

cu[ation from Poisson type． 

(2) The data show that this feature is win— 

dow—-CUt independence in the central rapidity re— 

gion． 

(3)Energy scaling of such effect is also in ex 

istence at the present analysis． 

(4)There is rLo obvious difference among the 

data from different projectile nuclei． 

As pointed out in Ref．[12]that the geometry 

of nuclear collisions and the number of participat 

ing nucleons play an important role i n the particle 

production．which result to larger fluctuations and 

random emissions． So that for future experiments 

with higher energies and heavier nuclei we have to 

face the dominant effect of random emission from 

nuclear geometrical fluctuation and intra—nuclear 

rescattering due to the enough high energy． 

Another point we have to emphasise is that 

even though the present analysis have been made 

by quoting the W igner—Dyson statistics， we do 

know it is more sensitive for the measurement of 

correlation among the one—dimension sequence and 

can provide a new and better proof to supplement 

the measurement from other m ethods． And dy— 

nam ical mechanism in detail has not been paid at— 

tention to． It is so early to say anything about 

that．At moment the experimental data must be so 

lack far from drawing any conclusion． 

Appendix A ：W igner’s Argument of 

Random M atrix 

The random m atrix theory of quantum sys— 

terns is base on the assumption that we know very 

little about the dynamics of the considered system 

except for certain symmetry properties． These 

symmetry properties impose restrictions on the 

from of the Hamihonian matrix of the system ． 

where the matrix elements were unknown and un— 

knowable． 

Consider a 2× 2 dimensionaI reaI sym metric 

Hamihonian matrix． 

日： z1， (A-1) 
【h{1 h 22 J 

with independent random matrix elements．hI1．h 22 

and h1 2． The eigenva]ues are 

￡ ： ~-cfh +̂ )士 

√ (̂ l—h22) + 4̂}2]． (A一2) 

Thus．the spacing between these eigenvalues， 

s= √ (̂ 一 hz2) + 曲 ， (A一3) 

will be random ，if hll，h22 and hl2 are random ． 

Now we consider the distribution of nearest 

neighboring spacing for a random sequence in one— 

dimension axis． The axis may be the energy，the 

points corresponding to the discrete energy levels 

of a quantum system (e．g．，a complex atomic nu— 

deus，all atom +or a molecule)：or it may be the 

mass axis，the points corresponding to the nuclear 
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fragments in nucleus—nucleus collisions；or it may 

be the frequency axis，the points corresponding to 

the normal frequencies of a vibrating membrane，or 

the eigenfrequencies of a microwave cavity，or the 

eigenfrequencies of a small metallic block； or it 

may be the energy axis，the points corresponding 

to the measured energies of particles produced in 

high energy heavy-ion collisions．or the compo— 

nents of energy，E L and E ，or rapidity． 

The probability that a position will be oceu— 

pied by a particle in the small interval(E+ s，E+ + 

de)，proportional to ds，which will be dependent of 

whether or not there is a particle at e． 

Given a particle at e， let the probability the 

nexl position at which another particle will be pc． 

cupied be in (E+j，￡+ +ds)be P )ds where ≥ 

0．W e call P ( )the nearest—neighbor spacing dis— 

tribution which OaR be determined by 

P(s)ds— P( ∈ dsl0∈ )P(O∈ )， 

(A一4) 

where P ( ∈ 5)is the probability that the interval 

of length contain particles and P(， ∈ds} C-s) 

the conditional probability that the interval of 

length ds contain m particles，when that of length s 

contain‘s H particles
． 

So we have the probability that the spacing is 

larger than 

P(O∈ )一I P(x)dx． (A一5) 

Define 

尺一( )ds— P( ∈ dsl ∈ s)． (A 6) 

The Poison law ：if one takes 

R n( )：÷ ， (A·7) 

where a is the mean local spacing，so that 11，i is the 

density of particles，one obtains 

P一一(s)：÷exp ÷j， (A 8) 
The W igner law ：from the assum ption of a linear 

repulsion 

Rlo(s)= d ， (A一9) 

whereⅡis a constant．one gets 

Pwigner㈨：署exp(一 )． (A_1 0) 
Normalization conditions are 

r尸。)出：1 (A一11) 

and 

广 尸( )d i． (A一12) 

For purely random sequences，the spacing dis— 

tribotion is Poisson type in Eq．A-1． In Fig．1 we 

compare the W igner distribution，Pw ( )．with 

the Poisson distribution，PR ( )，fOr the case i 

= 1．For a random sequence there is a high proba— 

hility of finding very small spacings between the 

near neighboring eigenvalues． 

Appendix B：W igner-Dyson Statistics 

Let L， 2，⋯ ，rN be the rescaled positions of 

N  particles on an one—dimensional real axis，with 

average density unity and with the jpint probability 

regardless of ordering 

( L，⋯ ， N)dx】⋯ d ． 

The statistical properties of this sequence can 

he characterized by a set of —particle correlation 

tunctton 

⋯ ， =  · 

r ．．d P ( ⋯， )． (B-1) 

It is convenient to introduce a set of 一particle clus— 

ter funct ions by subtracting Out the lower—order 

correlation term s from R 

T ．)一 R ( ) ， (B_2) 

7’2(z1， t)：一 R2(zI， 2)一 

RI(z1)R1(z )， (B 3) 

7 j 
．
，272， 3) 

__ ( 】， 2， 3)一 En】( 1)R2( 2， 。)+ 

R】( 2)R2(z3， )+ R (z3)Rt(z】， 2)]十 

2R】( 】)Rl( 2)R ( s)， (B·4) 

etc． l'be advantage of the cluster functions is that 

they have the property of vanishing when any one 
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(or severa1)of the gaps r= 1 ．一 z 1 becomes 

large．One also uses the Fourier transform for two— 

particle cluster function "Jr’ +6( )-called the two 

particle from factor． 

⋯  

( )= 1 T2(r)exp(i2nkr)dr． (B-5) 

The semi--inclusive single——particle densiW and 

the two--particle correlation function can be ex-- 

pressed as 

simply give Eq．(1 3)for random emission process— 

Another well known one is the W igner type， 

sequence of particles with joint rescaled rapidity 

distribution 

P(x ，⋯，z )。c II l丑一 ，1． 

e xp【一{砉 ：)， c 
(户( ))一 T1( )． (B 6) which might be corresponding to some kind of 

strong negative correlation between particle and 

(尸( )户( ))= ( 一 ) L( )+ gives the dlstributi。n 。f rescaled spacing between 

T1( ) 1( 。)+ 7’2( ， )- (B_7) tw。 nearest neighb。ri“g particles
： 

Thus the average of D (n)CaD be expressed in 

terms ofT2 

c 景一 (号一 。2 

。一(号叫 一。(号叫 ]· 
丁 昙+ l dx， (B 8 

where the two—particle cluster function T2 depends 

only on the relative distance z z-L一 2． 

The following is cited two typical ensembles 

which can be obtained [rum available references． 

The Poisson type ensemble with T：( 1，z2)= 0 

Referenees： 

[1] Adamovich M I，Aggarwat M M，Alexandrov Y A， 口 Ra 

pidity Density Distributions and Their F】uctuations in Violent 

Au—induced Nuclear Interactions at 1 1 s A GeV[J Phys 

Lett，1 994，B322：166— 1 70．Kittel W  Proceedings of the 

xx Symposium OH Mu Lti—particle Dynami cs[C]．In Bacir R． 

W igner D，eel，Bad Hotmecke：W orkd Scientific，1990．401— 

410}~ hmitz N．Proceed ings of the XXT Symposium on M ulti— 

particle Dynamics_J] In：Wu Y F，[．i u】_S ed．Wuhan 

W or]d scierttific，1991 37 7— 385 

[2_ Bial as A，Peschanski R．Moments of Rap dity Dist ributions as 

a M easure of Short-range Fluctuations ix High—energy Coili 

sions_]]．Nuc]Phys．1986．B2 73，703一 I 8． 

[3] Zhou Daicui Cai Xu Li Yunde．et a1．A Rigidity Measure 

ment of P帕 d0 rapidity SI)神trum of Produced Particl e in 

High~nergy Nucleus—nucleus Collisions[J]．Chin Phys Lett． 

Pwig．~㈤=号一x pI 】． (e一1o) 

The average of D(n)over W igner ensemble is 

D(n)) 一l[1n(2 )+y一等一号]， 
(B一11) 

where = 0，577 2LS is Euler’s constant． 

One can consider other types of ensembles，e． 

g． with some other types of correlation，but it is 
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高能重离子碰撞 中的动力学涨落与量子混沌 

周代梅 ，曾 磊 ，蔡 勖 
(华 中 师范 大学 粒 子 物理研 究 所 ，湖北 武汉 430079) 

摘 要：Wigner—Dyson型的随机拉阵理论作为一种可能的统计分析方法用来分析高能重离子碰撞 

中所产生的粒子谱的某些无规性，此统计分析方法被犀来初步分析了EMU01的实验结果，通过分 

析可以看出在 CERN／SPS和 BNL／AGS能区粒子主要是随机产生的． 
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